Abstract-Recovery of the initial state of a high-dimensional system can require a large number of measurements. In this paper, we explain how this burden can be significantly reduced when randomized measurement operators are employed. Our work builds upon recent results from Compressive Sensing (CS). In particular, we make the connection to CS analysis for random block diagonal matrices. By deriving Concentration of Measure (CoM) inequalities, we show that the observability matrix satisfies the Restricted Isometry Property (RIP) (a sufficient condition for stable recovery of sparse vectors) under certain conditions on the state transition matrix. For example, we show that if the state transition matrix is unitary, and if independent, randomly-populated measurement matrices are employed, then it is possible to uniquely recover a sparse high-dimensional initial state when the total number of measurements scales linearly in the sparsity level (the number of non-zero entries) of the initial state and logarithmically in the state dimension. We further extend our RIP analysis for scaled unitary and symmetric state transition matrices. We support our analysis with a case study of a diffusion process.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we consider the problem of recovering the initial state of a high-dimensional system from compressive measurements (i.e., we take fewer measurements than the system dimension).
A. Measurement Burdens in Observability Theory
Consider an N -dimensional discrete-time linear dynamical system described by the state equation
where x k ∈ R N represents the state vector at time k ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . .}, A ∈ R N ×N represents the state transition matrix, y k ∈ R M represents a set of measurements (or "observations") of the state at time k, and C k ∈ R M ×N represents the measurement matrix at time k. (Observe that the number of measurements at each sample time is M .) For any finite set Ω ⊂ {0, 1, 2, 3, . . .}, define the generalized observability matrix as
. . . (2) where Ω = {k 0 , k 1 , . . . , k K−1 } contains K observation times. Note that this definition extends the traditional definition of the observability matrix by allowing arbitrary time samples in (2) and matches the traditional definition when Ω = {0, 1, . . . , K − 1}.
1 The primary use of observability theory is in ensuring that a state (say, an initial state x 0 ) can be recovered from a collection of measurements {y k 0 , y k 1 , . . . , y k K−1 }. In particular, defining y Ω := [y
MK , we have
Although we will consider situations where C k changes with each k, we first discuss the classical case where C k = C (C is assumed to have full row rank) for all k and Ω = {0, 1, . . . , K − 1} (the observation times are consecutive). In this setting, an important and classical result [2] states that a system described by the state (1) is observable if and only if O Ω has rank N (full column rank) where Ω = {0, 1, . . . , N − 1}. One challenge in exploiting this fact is that for some systems, N can be quite large. In such settings, we might therefore require a very large total number of measurements (MK with K = N ) to identify an initial state, and moreover, inverting O Ω could be very computationally demanding.
This raises an interesting question: under what circumstances might we be able to infer the initial state of a system when MK < N? We might imagine, for example, that the measurement burden could be alleviated in cases when there is a model for the state x 0 that we wish to recover. In this paper, inspired by the emerging theory of Compressive Sensing (CS) [3] - [5] , we explain how such assumptions can indeed reduce the measurement burden and, in some cases, even allow recovery of the initial state when MK < N and the system of (3) is guaranteed to be underdetermined. More broadly, exploiting CS concepts in the analysis of sparse dynamical systems from limited information has gained much attention recently in applications such as system identification [6] - [10] , control feedback design [11] , and identification of interconnected networks [12] , [13] .
B. Compressive Sensing and Randomized Measurements
The CS theory states that it is possible to solve certain rank-deficient sets of linear equations by imposing a model assumption on the signal to be recovered. In particular, suppose y = Φx where Φ is an 1 The results of this paper also apply directly to systems described by a state equation of the form
where u k ∈ R P is the input vector at sample time k and B ∈ R N ×P and D ∈ R M ×P are constant matrices. Indeed, initial state recovery is independent of B and D when it is assumed that the input vector u k is known for all sample times k. M × N matrix with M < N. Suppose also that x ∈ R N is S-sparse, meaning that only S out of its N entries are non-zero. 2 If Φ satisfies a condition called the Restricted Isometry Property (RIP) of order 2S for a sufficiently small isometry constant δ 2S , then it is possible to uniquely recover any S-sparse signal x from the measurements y = Φx using a tractable convex optimization program known as 1 -minimization [3] , [4] . The RIP also ensures that the recovery process is robust to noise and stable in cases where x is not precisely sparse [14] .
We provide the definition of the RIP.
is said to satisfy the RIP of order S with isometry constant δ S ∈ (0, 1) if
holds for all S-sparse vectors x ∈ R N . Observe that the RIP is a property of a matrix and has a deterministic definition. However, checking whether the RIP holds for a given matrix Φ is computationally expensive and is almost impossible when N is large. A common way to establish the RIP for Φ is to populate Φ with random entries. If Φ is populated with independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) Gaussian random variables having zero mean and variance 1/ M , for example, then Φ will satisfy the RIP of order S with isometry constant δ S with very high probability when M is proportional to δ −2 S S log(N/S) [5] , [15] , [16] . This result is significant because it indicates that the number of measurements sufficient for correct recovery scales linearly in the sparsity level S and only logarithmically in the ambient dimension N . Consequently, a number of new sensing hardware architectures, from analog-to-digital converters to digital cameras, are being developed to take advantage of the benefits of random measurements [17] - [20] .
A simple way [15] , [21] of proving the RIP for a randomized construction of Φ involves first showing that the matrix satisfies a concentration of measure (CoM) inequality akin to the following.
Definition 2: A random matrix (a matrix whose entries are drawn from a particular probability distribution) Φ ∈ R M ×N is said to satisfy the Concentration of Measure (CoM) inequality if for any fixed signal x ∈ R N (not necessarily sparse) and any ∈ (0, )
where f ( ) is a positive constant that depends on the isometry constant , and ≤ 1 is some maximum value of the isometry constant for which the CoM inequality holds. Note that the failure probability in (5) decays exponentially fast in the number of measurements M times some constant f ( ) that depends on the isometry constant . For most interesting random matrices, including matrices populated with i.i.d. Gaussian random variables, f ( ) is quadratic in as → 0.
Baraniuk et al. [15] and Mendelson et al. [22] showed that a CoM inequality of the form (5) can be used to prove the RIP for random compressive matrices. This result is rephrased by Davenport [16] . Lemma 1- [16] : Let X denote an S-dimensional subspace in R N . Let δ S ∈ (0, 1) denote a distortion factor and ν ∈ (0, 1) denote a failure probability, and suppose Φ is an M × N random matrix that satisfies the CoM inequality (5) 
Then with probability at least 1 − ν, for all x ∈ X that define the space of S-sparse signals in R N , one can show that Φ satisfies the RIP (of order S and with isometry constant δ S ) with high probability when M scales linearly in S and logarithmically in N .
C. Observability From Random, Compressive Measurements
In order to exploit CS concepts in observability analysis, we consider scenarios where the measurement matrices C k are populated with random entries. Physically, such randomized measurements may be taken using the types of CS protocols and hardware mentioned above. Our analysis is therefore appropriate in cases where one has some control over the sensing process.
As is apparent from (2), even with randomness in matrices C k , the observability matrix O Ω contains some structure and cannot be simply modeled as a matrix populated with i.i.d. Gaussian random variables and thus, existing results cannot be directly applied. Our work builds on a recent paper by Park et al. in which CoM inequalities are derived for random block diagonal matrices [23] . Our concentration results cover a large class of systems (not necessarily unitary) and initial states (not necessarily sparse), and apart from guaranteeing recovery of sparse initial states, other inference problems concerning x 0 , such as detection or classification of more general initial states and systems, can also be solved using random, compressive measurements, and the performance of such techniques can be studied using the CoM bounds that we provide [24] .
Our CoM results have important implications for establishing the RIP. Such RIP results provide a sufficient number of measurements for exact initial state recovery when the initial state is known to be sparse a priori. The results of this paper show that under certain conditions on A (e.g., for unitary, scaled unitary, and certain symmetric matrices A), the observability matrix O Ω will satisfy the RIP with high probability when the total number of measurements MK scales linearly in S and logarithmically in N .
D. Related Work
Questions involving observability in compressive measurement settings have also been raised in a recent paper [25] concerned with tracking the state of a system from nonlinear observations. Due to the intrinsic nature of the problems in that paper, however, the observability issues raised are quite different. For example, one argument appears to assume that M ≥ S, a requirement that we do not have. In a recent technical report [26] , Dai et al. have also considered a similar sparse initial state recovery problem. However, their approach is different and the results are only applicable in noiseless and perfectly sparse initial state recovery problems. In this paper, we establish the RIP for the observability matrix, which implies not only that perfectly sparse initial states can be recovered exactly when the measurements are noiseless but also that the recovery process is robust with respect to noise and that nearly-sparse initial states can be recovered with high accuracy [14] . Finally, we note that a matrix vaguely similar to the observability matrix has been studied by Yap et al. in the context of quantifying the memory capacity of echo state networks [27] . The recovery results and guarantees presented in this paper are substantially different from the above mentioned papers as we derive CoM inequalities for the observability matrix and establish the RIP based on these CoM inequalities.
II. RIP AND THE OBSERVABILITY MATRIX
When the observability matrix O Ω satisfies the RIP of order 2S with isometry constant δ 2S < √ 2 − 1, an initial state with S or fewer nonzero elements can be stably recovered by solving an 1 -minimization problem [14] . In this section, we present cases where the total number of measurements sufficient for establishing the RIP scales linearly in S and only logarithmically in the state dimension N . As in standard observability theory, the state transition matrix A plays a crucial role in the analysis. The analysis is somewhat complex for completely general A. However, we present results here for unitary, scaled unitary, and certain symmetric matrices, and we believe that these can give interesting insight into the essential issues driving the initial state recovery problem from random observations.
To assist in interpreting the RIP results, let us point out that we actually state our RIP bounds in terms of the scaled observability matrix (1/ √ b)O Ω where b is defined below and is chosen to ensure that the measurements are properly normalized to be compatible with (4) . In noiseless recovery, this scaling is unimportant. When noise occurs, the scaling enters into the effective signal to noise ratio for the problem, as measurements are more sensitive to noise for small b.
Our first result, stated in Theorem 1, applies to a system with dynamics represented by a scaled unitary matrix when measurements are taken at the first K sample times, starting at zero. Let
. Assume each of the measurement matrices C k ∈ R M ×N is populated with i.i.d. Gaussian random entries with mean zero and variance 1/M . Assume all matrices C k are generated independently of each other. Suppose that N , S, and δ S ∈ (0, 1) are given. Then with probability exceeding
Proof: See Section III-B. One should note that when A = aU (a = 1), the results of Theorem 1 have a dependency on K (the number of sampling times). This dependency is not desired in general. When a = 1 (i.e., A is unitary), a result (Theorem 2) can be obtained in which the total number of measurements MK scales linearly in S and with no dependency on K. Our general results for A = aU also indicate that when |a| is close to the origin (i.e., |a| 1), and by symmetry when |a| 1, worse recovery performance is expected as compared to the case when a = 1. When |a| 1, as an example, the effect of the initial state will be highly attenuated as we take measurements at later times. A similar intuition holds when |a| 1. When a = 1 (i.e., unitary A), we can relax the consecutive sample times assumption in Theorem 1 (i.e., Proof: See Section III-B. Theorem 2 states that under the assumed conditions, (1/ √ K)O Ω satisfies the RIP of order S with isometry constant δ S with high probability when the total number of measurements MK scales linearly in the sparsity level S and logarithmically in the state ambient dimension N . Consequently under these assumptions, unique recovery of any S-sparse initial state x 0 is possible from y Ω = O Ω x 0 by solving the 1 -minimization problem whenever MK is proportional to S log(N/S). This is a significant reduction in the sufficient total number of measurements for correct initial state recovery as compared to traditional observability theory.
We further extend our analysis and establish the RIP for certain symmetric matrices A. We believe this analysis has important consequences in analyzing problems of practical interest such as diffusion (see, for example, Section IV). Suppose A ∈ R N ×N is a positive semidefinite matrix with the eigendecomposition
where U ∈ R N ×N is unitary, Λ ∈ R N ×N is a diagonal matrix with nonnegative entries,
The value for L can be chosen as desired; our results below give the strongest bounds when all eigenvalues in Λ 1 are large compared to all eigenvalues in Λ 2 . Let λ 1,min denote the smallest entry of Λ 1 , λ 1,max denote the largest entry of Λ 1 , and λ 2,max denote the largest entry of Λ 2 .
In the following, we show that in the special case where the matrix U
happens to itself satisfy the RIP (up to a scaling), then O Ω satisfies the RIP (up to a scaling). Although there are many state transition matrices A that do not have a collection of eigenvectors U 1 with this special property, we do note that if A is a circulant matrix, its eigenvectors will be the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) basis vectors, and it is known that a randomly selected set of DFT basis vectors will satisfy the RIP with high probability [28] .
Theorem 3:
Assume A has the eigendecomposition given in (9) and U
3 of the RIP of order S with isometry constant δ S . Formally, assume for δ S ∈ (0, 1) that
holds for all S-sparse x 0 ∈ R N . Assume each of the measurement matrices C k ∈ R M ×N is populated with i.i.d. Gaussian random entries with mean zero and variance 1/M . Assume all matrices C k are generated independently of each other. Let ν ∈ (0, 1) denote a failure probability and δ ∈ (0, 16/ √ K) denote a distortion factor. Then with probability exceeding 1 − ν
for all S-sparse x 0 ∈ R N whenever MK ≥ Kh(S, N, δ, ν)/ρ where
and
Proof: See Appendix A of a companion technical report [29] which contains additional details on several topics from our paper.
The result of Theorem 3 is particularly interesting in applications where the largest eigenvalues of A all cluster around each other and the rest of the eigenvalues cluster around zero. Put formally, we are interested in applications where 0 ≈ λ 2,max (λ 1,min /λ 1,max ) ≈ 1. The following corollary of Theorem 3 considers an extreme case when λ 1,max = λ 1,min and λ 2,max = 0.
Corollary 1:
Assume the same notation and assumptions as in Theorem 3 with λ 1,max = λ 1,min = λ (λ = 0) and λ 2,max = 0. Let ν ∈ (0, 1) denote a failure probability and δ ∈ (0, 1) denote a distortion factor. Define C :=
K−1 i=0
λ 2k i and δ S := δ S + δ + δ S δ. Then with probability exceeding 1 − ν N, δ, ν) . λ>1.
Proof: See Appendix B of our technical report [29] . These results essentially indicate that the more λ deviates from one, the more total measurements MK are required to ensure unique recovery of any S-sparse initial state x 0 .
III. COM INEQUALITIES AND THE OBSERVABILITY MATRIX
In this section, we derive CoM inequalities for the observability matrix when the measurement matrices C k are populated with i.i.d. Gaussian random entries. These inequalities are the foundation for establishing the RIP presented in the previous section, via Lemma 1. However, they are also of independent interest for other types of problems involving the states of dynamical systems, such as detection and classification [24] , [30] . As mentioned earlier, we make a connection to the analysis for block diagonal matrices from compressive sensing (CS). To begin, note that when
where M := MK and N := NK. In this decomposition, C Ω is a block diagonal matrix whose diagonal blocks are the measurement matrices, C k . Assume all matrices C k are generated independently of each other. Focusing just on C Ω for the moment, we have the following bound on its concentration behavior.
4
Theorem 4- [23] : Assume each of the measurement matrices C k ∈ R M ×N is populated with i.i.d. Gaussian random entries with mean zero and variance 1/M . Assume all C k are generated independently of each other. Let
where
] T ∈ R K . As we will be frequently concerned with applications where is small, consider the first of the cases given in the right-hand side of the above bound. (It can be shown [23] 
The case Γ(v) = K is quite favorable 4 All results in this section may be extended to the case where all C k are populated with sub-Gaussian random variables, as in [23] .
because the failure probability will decay exponentially fast in the total number of measurements MK. A simple comparison between this result and the CoM inequality for a dense Gaussian matrix stated in Definition 2 reveals that we get the same degree of concentration from the MK × NK block diagonal matrix C Ω as we would get from a dense MK × NK matrix populated with i.i.d. Gaussian random variables. This event happens if and only if the components v k i have equal energy, i.e., if and only if
On the other hand, the case Γ(v) = 1 is quite unfavorable and implies that we get the same degree of concentration from the MK × NK block diagonal matrix C Ω as we would get from a dense Gaussian matrix having size only M × NK. This event happens if and only if v k i 2 = 0 for all i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , K − 1} but one i. Thus, more uniformity in the values of the v k i 2 ensures a higher probability of concentration. We now note that, when applying the observability matrix to an initial state, we will have O Ω x 0 = C Ω A Ω x 0 . This leads us to the following corollary of Theorem 4.
Corollary 2: Suppose the same notation and assumptions as in Theorem 4. Then for any fixed initial state x 0 ∈ R N and for any
There are two important phenomena to consider in this result, and both are impacted by the interaction of A with x 0 . First, on the lefthand side of (19), we see that the point of concentration of O Ω x 0 2 2 is around A Ω x 0 2 2 , where . However, further analysis is possible in scenarios where this ratio is predictable and fixed. Second, on the right-hand side of (19), we see that the exponent of the concentration failure probability scales with
As mentioned earlier,
; this occurs when the state "energy" is preserved over time. The case Γ(A Ω x 0 ) = 1 is quite unfavorable and happens when k 0 = 0 and x 0 = 0 ∈ null(A).
A. Unitary and Scaled Unitary System Matrices
In the special case of unitary A (i.e.,
for all x ∈ R N and for any power k i ), we can draw a particularly strong conclusion. Because a unitary A guarantees both that A Ω x 0 Then for any fixed initial state x 0 ∈ R N and ∈ (0, 1),
This means that we get the same degree of concentration from the MK × N matrix (1/ √ K)O Ω as we would get from a fully dense MK × N matrix populated with i.i.d. Gaussian random variables. Observe that this concentration result is valid for any x 0 ∈ R N (not necessarily sparse) and can be used, for example, to prove that finite point clouds [31] and low-dimensional manifolds [32] 
Proof of Corollary 4: First note that when A = aU (U is unitary) and
Also observe 6 that when |a| < 1,
Thus, from (25) and (26) and noting that 1 + a
. With appropriate scaling of O Ω by 1/ √ b, the CoM inequalities follow from Corollary 2.
B. Implications for the RIP
Our CoM inequalities have immediate implications in establishing the RIP for the observability matrix. Based on Definition 2 and Lemma 1, we prove Theorems 1 and 2.
Proof of Theorem 1: In order to establish the RIP based on Lemma 1, we simply need to evaluate f ( ) in our CoM result derived in Corollary 4. One can easily verify that
6 In order to prove (26) , for a given |a| < 1, let C(a) be a constant such that for all K (K only takes positive integer values), that for a given |a| < 1, g(a, K) is a decreasing function of K and its maximum is achieved when K = 1. Choosing C(a) = g(a, 1) = a 2 / (1 − a 2 ) completes the proof of (26 S-dimensional subspaces in R N , the RIP result follows.
IV. CASE STUDY: A DIFFUSION PROCESS

A. System Model
We consider the problem of estimating the initial state of a diffusion system. For detailed description and formulation of the considered diffusion process, please refer to our technical report [29] . Using a first difference approximation in space and time, a diffusion process can be approximated by x k = Ax k−1 , where A = I N + GT s , G represents the discrete Laplacian, and T s is the discretization sampling time.
B. Diffusion and Its Connections to Theorem 3
Before presenting the recovery results from compressive measurements, we would like to mention that our analysis in Theorem 3 gives some insight into (but is not precisely applicable to) the diffusion problem. In particular, the discrete Laplacian matrix G and the corresponding state transition matrix A (see below) are almost circulant, and so their eigenvectors will closely resemble the DFT basis vectors. The largest eigenvalues correspond to the lowest frequencies, and so the U 1 matrix corresponding to G or A will resemble a basis of the lowest frequency DFT vectors. While such a matrix does not technically satisfy the RIP, matrices formed from random sets of DFT vectors do satisfy the RIP with high probability [28] . Thus, even though we cannot apply Theorem 3 directly to the diffusion problem, it does provide some intuition that sparse recovery should be possible in the diffusion setting.
C. State Recovery From Compressive Observations
In this section, we consider a two-dimensional diffusion process with two types of measuring processes. The diffusion process is modeled on a two-dimensional grid with a total of 100 nodes, so that N = 100. We first look at random measurement matrices C k ∈ R M ×N where the entries of each matrix are i.i.d. Gaussian random variables with mean zero and variance 1/M . Note that this type of measurement matrix falls within the assumptions of our theorems in Sections II and III. In the following, we refer to such measurements as "Dense Measurements." We also consider a more practical measuring process in which at each sample time the operator measures the nodes of the grid occurring along a line with random slope and random intercept. We refer to such measurements as "Line Measurements." For detailed descriptions of the considered measurement scenarios, please refer to our technical report [29] .
Consider the situation where we collect measurements only at a single time k. Fix the sparsity level of x 0 to S = 9. For various values of M , we construct measurement matrices C k according to the two models explained above. At each trial, we collect the measurements y k = C k x k and attempt to recover x 0 using the canonical 1 -minimization problem from CS:
In order to imitate what might happen in reality (e.g., a drop of poison being introduced to a lake of water at k = 0), we assume the initial contaminant appears in a cluster of nodes on the associated diffusion grid. In our simulations, we assume the S = 9 nonzero entries of the initial state correspond to a 3 × 3 square-neighborhood of nodes on the grid. For each M , we repeat the recovery problem for 300 trials; in each trial we generate a random sparse initial state x 0 (an initial state with a random location of the 3 × 3 square and random values of the nine nonzero entries) and a measurement matrix C 0 as explained above. In order to see how the recovery performance would change as we take measurements at different times, we repeat the simulations for k = {0, 1, 2, 8, 50, 100}. The results are shown in Fig. 1 (a) and (b) for dense and line measurements, respectively. In both cases, the recovery performance starts to improve as we take measurements at later times. However, in both measuring scenarios, the recovery performance tends to decrease if we wait too long to take measurements. For example, as shown in Fig. 1(a) , the recovery performance is significantly decreased at time k = 100 when dense measurements are employed. A more dramatic decrease in the recovery performance can be observed when line measurements are employed in Fig. 1(b) . This behavior is expected and can be interpreted with the diffusion phenomenon. In fact, the bounds of Corollary 1 also show that how the requirement on the sufficient number of measurements grows at later times. Similar results follow when measurements are taken over different observation times. The recovery is also robust to measurement noise. For detailed descriptions and simulation results, please refer to our technical report [29] .
